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OCEANFORESTERS’ DESIGN SERVICES HELP COMMUNITIES DEVELOP 
PROFITABLE EXPORTS AND LOCAL FOOD VIA RESTORATIVE AQUACULTURE 

 
Overview: OceanForesters cooperates with local 
people to develop plans for large floating flexible reefs, 
complete with people trained to manage the reef 
ecosystem.  Each reef will produce a blend of local 
seafood, such as finfish, shellfish, sea cucumbers, 
octopus, conch, sponges, seaweed, etc.  
The figures on the right compare properly managed 
restorative aquaculture reefs (top) with the common, 
but unsustainable practice of feeding fishmeal to 
penned finfish (bottom).  The flexible reefs can be in 
unsheltered water, even areas with frequent tropical 
storms.  On the other hand, fish pens become very expensive in unsheltered water.  Coasts that 
could not host or afford penned finfish can have reefs. 
 
Benefits: Floating reefs, like natural ones, produce abundant 
shellfish and finfish, put local fishers and seafood processors 
back to work, remediate ocean pollution, and increase ocean 
biodiversity through natural nutrient recycling. The system 
uses the natural recycling of nutrients (see diagram to the right) 
in which shellfish eat plankton and other organic nutrients 
while their wastes are food for the seaweed, which in turn 
provides food and habitat for finfish, which are naturally 
attracted to the reef. Benefits include: increasing food supplies, 
cleaning up dead zones, reducing ocean acidification, and 
eventually producing enough biofuels to replace all fossil fuels, 
while capturing sufficient CO2 to reverse climate change. 

 

 

 
Phase 1: Feasibility Analysis - $100,000 (with over half of the funds to be spent in the local 
country): OceanForesters brings international experts to work with local university and business 
experts, including experienced fishermen, with knowledge of that country’s marine biology, 
fisheries, and oceanography, to create a proposal outline that is fine-tuned for the local ecology, 
local tastes, local fishing practices, and other variables. The feasibility study will take about six 
months to prepare a report addressing the following: 

a. Community political and organizational opportunities 
b. Community attitudes and aptitudes 
c. Oceanography, weather, existing nutrients, and existing ocean pollution issues 
d. Historically optimal species to grow and harvest 
e. Discussion of appropriate optional features (see list in Phase 4)  
f. Preliminary financial projections (income versus capital and operating costs) 
g. Recommended next steps to develop a reef design, installation and operations plan and 

funding proposal (outline and cost of Phase 2 plan) 
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Phase 2: Reef Installation and Operations Plan for ten reefs – $4 to 10 million over 1 to 2 years 
(with over half spent locally): The Plan compiles social, environmental, science, and engineering 
planning and training that results in an informed and skilled local organization.  Upon Plan 
completion, the local organization will have: governance and employees; detailed business, 
construction, operation, and maintenance plans; and transparent cost accounting with documents 
for investor and funding agreements.  The organization will have applied for the appropriate 
permits for its reef activities.  The Plan will be fine-tuned for potential submission to the World 
Bank and other potential funding sources.  World Bank is a good benchmark for the quality of a 
funding proposal, especially when including U.N. Sustainable Development Goals for equality, 
financial transparency (avoiding corruption and money laundering), sustainability, worker safety, 
etc. 
Three-quarters of the Plan’s cost is for social, environmental, reef fisheries management, 
organization, paying employees and local resources, reef ecosystem design, surveys of the selected 
seafloor, permit applications, funding proposals, etc.  One-quarter of the Plan’s cost is for detailed 
structural plans and specifications suitable for construction.   
a. Organization and Community Building: Involves selection or creation of lead agency, 

involving all stakeholders while building community support, establishing organization 
policies and standard operating procedures (safety, management structure, finance and 
procurement, human relations, health plan), hiring employees to support the next components, 
selecting governance, etc.  The local organization learns-by-doing the following plan 
components with support by OceanForesters mentoring and training. 

b. Methods and Products: Integrates reef planting and fishing methods, seafood products, 
fisheries management, reef structure management, reef ecosystems, seasonal and multi-year 
changes in ocean characteristics, storm contingency plans, reef structure design, etc. 

c. Permitting, Certifications, and Funding Documents: Provides structure, operation, and 
maintenance design details for discussion with permitting and certifying agencies.  Permit 
requirements affect fisheries management plans, structure design details, reef location, fishing 
methods, monitoring, reporting, etc.  Business plans and funding proposals for Phase 3 and 
potentially Phase 4 ready for submission.   

d. Construction Design, Oversight, Commissioning, Initial Operations Plan: Produces 
contractor-ready construction and deployment specifications for 20-hectare, 20-year-life reefs 
with a construction cost estimate within ±20%.   

e. Seafood Processing, Export Infrastructure and Market Plans: Providing planning and 
training for seafood handling and processing, export infrastructure, developing partnerships, 
facilities concept designs, training on meeting international quality standards, etc.  

Phase 3: Construction and Initial Operations involves procurement and installation of special 
components designed to survive for 20+ years of life (including a direct hit by a Category 5 
hurricane). We recommend pursuing funding for a minimum of ten reefs because that is an 
economically viable unit that would produce sustainable profits sufficient to self-finance building 
additional reefs. The quantity of seafood produced would also justify construction of modern 
seafood handling and processing facilities, storage, and export infrastructure. Construction could 
take 2 to 3 years for ten reefs.  Costs will be estimated in Phase 2 and are expected to be $2 to $4 
million per reef, depending on local oceanography, peak storm conditions, needed species, local 
labor costs and construction capabilities, existing infrastructure, and other factors.   
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Phase 4: Additional Options to Enhance Sustainability and Profits (costs and benefits of 
various options will be outlined in Phase 2 Plan) 
1. Security Systems: Selection and installation of security system(s) to detect, prevent, and 

prosecute reef poaching, reef vandalism (poison or dynamite fishing), and acoustic sensing of 
unsanctioned fishing in a nation’s territorial waters. 

2. Earth’s Aquaculture Teams (EATs): OceanForesters could support the development of 
collaborative reef operators’ organizations.  EATs will become the first place for reef operators 
to turn for troubleshooting, training, coordinated trials of new technology, coordinated 
purchases of materials and components, networking, etc.  The scope will be defined by the 
members and could include seafood handling, processing, exporting, and marketing.  EATs 
members will approve appropriate membership fees.   

3. Sustainable Nutrient Distribution: Designing and installing systems for distribution of 
commercial fertilizers to improve primary reef productivity and restore local ocean 
biodiversity.  The plan could have pasteurized human waste (brought to the dock) as its first 
option with commercial fertilizers as backup. 

4. Sustainable Nutrient Collection Systems: Working with local people to integrate ways to 
collect wastewater and reuse human waste with the on-reef nutrient distribution.  The objective 
is to develop a locally-grown sewer master plan that maximizes sustainability while delivering 
fertilizer to the dock for much less cost than existing developed country wastewater collection 
and treatment systems, perhaps at costs competitive with commercial fertilizer when 
accounting for carbon emissions.  OceanForesters’ wastewater engineers prefer collection 
systems based on urine-diverting toilets for areas without existing collection systems.  The 
Rich Earth Institute will support that approach.   

5. Seaweed-to-Energy Processes with Nutrient Recycle: Designing and installing systems to 
produce biofuels from seaweed and to recycle the left-over nutrients back to the reefs to 
increase production and profits. 

6. Options for Seaweed-Based CO2 Capture and Storage: Providing technical and cost 
analyses of options for various climate change reversing technologies, including capture and 
storage systems.   


